Using Deep Learning for Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining

Gauging opinions is faster and more accurate.

Abstract

The word *sentiment* refers to an attitude, feeling, or emotion associated with a situation, event, or thing—an opinion—which can be difficult to quantify, even using traditional modes of opinion mining or sentiment analysis.

Deep learning and inference dramatically improve sentiment analysis in two ways:
- Increasing accuracy
- Making opinion mining much more useful
Many companies are already using all kinds of data—freeform comments, social media shares and likes, re-tweets, inbound links, and onsite engagement—as invaluable metrics that demonstrate how people respond to products or services (see Figure 1). These metrics are excellent at measuring engagement. But they are not as useful at measuring how people feel about a product or service.

Quality and engagement metrics generally lack enough context to be truly accurate or useful. Sentiment analysis adds context to them.

The technology of Sentiment Analysis, or opinion mining, enables users to understand how large groups of people are responding to a product, service, company, or idea.

Gauging Response

A customer comments on a product—or a restaurant, say, or a movie or a political candidate—on social media. If the comment says “Excellent!” the sentiment of the review is easy to determine (and a human reading that comment would make the right determination of its sentiment every time). But how does a computer analyze sentiment? How does a computer determine if a comment or a personal review is positive or negative? Sarcastic? Biased? And how can a computer effectively analyze sentiment—the feelings behind words—on a grander scale (say, the Twittersphere)?

The technology of Sentiment Analysis, or opinion mining, enables users to understand how large groups of people are responding to a product, service, company, or idea.

Many companies are already using all kinds of data—freeform comments, social media shares and likes, re-tweets, inbound links, and onsite engagement—as invaluable metrics that demonstrate how people respond to products or services (see Figure 1). These metrics are excellent at measuring engagement. But they are not as useful at measuring how people feel about a product or service.

Quality and engagement metrics generally lack enough context to be truly accurate or useful. Sentiment analysis adds context to them. Aggregated and contextualized sentiments can indicate trends and patterns to provide a much better and more accurate picture of brand reputation.

Figure 1: The basic flow of the sentiment analysis process: collect (using a wide variety of inputs, including social media, blogs, tweets, email, and others); process (to look for words that indicate sentiment), and analyze (parse to refine and weight sentiment).
Old School: Rules-Based or Corpus-Based

Traditionally, sentiment analysis systems have looked at words in isolation. Typically, they assign positive points for positive words and negative points for negative words, then sum up these points. In the most simple approach, rules-based sentiment analysis, phrases are broken down into parts-of-speech trees. For example:

"I love this microwave!"
The word “love” generates a positive “+1” ranking.

"This is a terrible airline and I hate the customer service."
The words “terrible” and “hate” generate a -2 ranking.

Words like “love,” “terrible,” and “hate” would be stored in a “sentiment dictionary” to detect positive and negative words. These dictionaries can also detect “booster” word techniques. For example:

"The coffee was really, really bad."
"Bad" by itself would have earned a -1 ranking, but the “really, really” booster generates a -2 ranking.

Various forms of advanced linguistic analysis can be performed on the text to detect features like negation:

"I did not find any problem with the service, and the food was great."
This gets a +2 ranking. Even though the word “problem” appears in the comment, it’s negated by the phrase “did not.”

This rules-based form of classical sentiment analysis requires manually crafting the text analysis and parsing rules, efforts that are time-consuming and labor-intensive. This approach is also harder to transfer to other languages, and does not work well with channels like Twitter which have shorter, condensed, and idiosyncratic sentences.

Another approach to traditional sentiment analysis is called “corpus-based” (see Figure 2); it uses a double propagation...
between opinion words and the items they modify. It requires a large corpus to get good coverage and depends on exhaustive feature modeling. The accuracy of the analysis depends largely on the types of channels, their length, and the corpus models available.

Accuracy of the best sentiment analysis tools available with these two classical methods is approximately between 40% and 60%—which is good but not outstanding.

**New School: Applying Deep Learning**

To be useful, sentiment analysis must be accurate—and by applying deep learning to the challenge, many organizations are making radical leaps forward in terms of accuracy and utility. Recursive Neural Networks (RNN) using the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture on top of grammatical structures can help provide more accurate measurement of sentiments in both small and large bodies of texts across different channels (see Figure 3). Sentiment analysis using deep learning does not need handcrafted features or a rigorously determined dictionary; instead, it uses inference to create its own models.

RNNs have connections with loops, adding feedback and memory to the networks over time. This allows an RNN to learn and generalize across sequences of inputs as opposed to just individual patterns. They are very similar to complete programs and are “Turing complete.”

RNNs can predict positive or negative sentiments as a binary classification task. In a traditional deep neural network, during the gradient back-propagation phase, the gradient signal can end up being multiplied a large number of times by the weight matrix associated with the connections between the neurons of the recurrent hidden layer. This means that the magnitude of
weights in the transition matrix can have a strong impact on the learning process.

LSTM is a powerful type of RNN. It introduces a new structure called a “memory cell,” which includes an input gate, a neuron with a self-recurrent connection, a forget gate, and an output gate. With their ability to retain memory between training examples, RNNs allow capture of relations between words and provide the ability to remember important information across longer durations of time.

Faster and More Accurate
Using deep learning, sentiment analysis is much more effective than classical methods, dramatically improving both speed and accuracy. As noted, traditional sentiment analysis delivers accuracy of between 40% and 60%, but sentiment analysis powered by deep learning can achieve accuracy of between 80% and 90%.

Deep learning also offers the added advantage of inference-based learning. Using RNNs, it’s possible to make fine-grained opinion analyses capable of detecting subjective expressions in emails, Tweets, messages, or comments, characterizing their intensity and sentiment, and identifying the object of the sentiment. This can be applied now with great accuracy and speed for opinion mining, natural language processing, or summarization.

What We’re Doing Now
As the accuracy, flexibility, and reliability of sentiment analysis continue to improve, it is leading to important new applications, particularly with respect to real-time analysis. An obvious example is finding out what people think of a particular product, service, event, or news items using Twitter feeds.

Here at TCS, we’re applying artificial intelligence and deep learning to new applications for customers in the financial services industry (real-time sentiment analysis and fraud detection), and continue to explore the enormous potential of deep learning for the digital enterprise.
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